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* Qualified QC : Individuals must meet SOI Standards for Architectural History. 
Training: Historic Resources Consultants are required to take (and pass) ODOT training to QA/QC Historic Resources documents ; additionally, they are required to take refresher training every three years.  
All consultants writing and conducting field work are encouraged to take (and pass) ODOT training in order to save time and money for both ODOT and the consultant relative to research and delivery expectations.
* Qualified QC : Individuals must meet SOI Standards for Architectural History. Training: Historic Resources Consultants are required to take (and pass) ODOT training to QA/QC Historic Resources documents ; additionally, they are required to take refresher training every three years.  All consultants writing and conducting field work are encouraged to take (and pass) ODOT training in order to save time and money for both ODOT and the consultant relative to research and delivery expectations.
Associated Manual / Documents:
     FHWA Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval guidance.    
     FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper 2012.
     AASHTO Practitioner's Handbook No. 11: Complying with Section 4(f) of the U.S. DOT Act 2009.
Qualified QC Reviewer: Individuals must meet SOI Standards for Architectural History. Training: Historic Resources Consultants are required to take (and pass) ODOT training to perform Historic Resources work and to write and QA/QC Historic resources documents; additionally, they are required to take refresher training every three years. 
Yes
No
1.
1.
The programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation does not apply if a reasonable alternative is identified that is not discussed in this document. Does this document accurately discuss this as the case?
          if "Yes" then this programmatic applies, if "No" then this programmatic does not apply.  
The programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation does not applyif a reasonable alternative is identified that is not discussed in this document. Does this document accurately discuss this as the case?          if "Yes" then this programmatic applies, if "No" then this programmatic does not apply.  
2.
1.
Are the Project Name, Resource Name, Highway, County, Federal-Aid Number and ODOT Key Number correct?
          Table format and used also, in a smaller font size, as the header for pages 2 and following.
Are the Project Name, Resource Name, Highway, County, Federal-Aid Number and ODOT Key Number correct?          Table format and used also, in a smaller font size, as the header for pages 2 and following.
3.
2.
Does the project have a Federal Highway Administration Nexus?
          Standard language (Federal-Aid Highway Project funds administered by the FHWA - Oregon Division).
Does the project have a Federal Highway Administration Nexus?          Standard language (Federal-Aid Highway Project funds administered by the FHWA - Oregon Division).
4.
3.
Does the evaluation provide a description of the Section 4(f) Resource?
          Include description of National Register Criteria for which the resource is significant.
Does the evaluation provide a description of the Section 4(f) Resource?          Include description of National Register Criteria for which the resource is significant.
5.
4.
Is there data providing National Register Determination of Eligibility (or Listing) of the Section 4(f) Resource?
Is there data providing National Register Determination of Eligibility (or Listing) of the Section 4(f) Resource?
6.
5.
Does the evaluation describe the project Use of the Section 4(f) Resource?           Describe in detail why there is a Section 4(f) use of the resource.
Does the evaluation describe the project Use of the Section 4(f) Resource?          Describe in detail why there is a Section 4(f) use of the resource.
7.
6.
Have Avoidance Alternatives been considered?         Cogently develop, with bridge engineers input, the three required alternatives and include specifics as to each finding as to   why 1) Do Nothing, 2) Build on New Location without Using the Old Bridge and 3) Rehabilitation without Affecting the Historic Integrity of the Bridge.
Have Avoidance Alternatives been considered?        Cogently develop, with bridge engineers input, the three required alternatives and include specifics as to each finding as to   why 1) Do Nothing, 2) Build on New Location without Using the Old Bridge and 3) Rehabilitation without Affecting the Historic Integrity of the Bridge.
8.
7.
Have there been measurements to Minimize Harm to the Section 4(f) Resource?
          Making the bridge available for alternative uses (at another location or in situ).
          Mitigation measures to resolve a Section 106 Effect.
          Other reasonable measures.
Have there been measurements to Minimize Harm to the Section 4(f) Resource?          Making the bridge available for alternative uses (at another location or in situ).          Mitigation measures to resolve a Section 106 Effect.          Other reasonable measures.
9.
8.
Has there been coordination with other officials with jurisdiction?           Consultation with the SHPO and public involvement.
Has there been coordination with other officials with jurisdiction?          Consultation with the SHPO and public involvement.
10.
9.
Was the programmatic worked with FHWA concurrently on direction and finding?
Was the programmatic worked with FHWA concurrently on direction and finding?
11.
9.
Does the evaluation provide a Summary?           Standard language for meeting the criteria for this programmatic agreement.
Does the evaluation provide a Summary?          Standard language for meeting the criteria for this programmatic agreement.
12.
9.
Does the evaluation provide a FHWA Signature Block?
Does the evaluation provide a FHWA Signature Block?
Comments:
Comments
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